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Discover How To Raise Your Credit Score Quickly And Control of Your Financial LifeHaving a good

credit rating is like getting an express ticket to a members only club where the finest stuff are sold at

rock bottom prices that you cannot get anywhere else. This simply means that you can actually do a

lot more with the same amount of money. Having bad credit score means the opposite. In simple

terms, it spells doom and nightmares for many because it is like having some bad omen that makes

friends and anyone who you interact with approach you with caution as far as money is concerned.

This â€œcautionâ€• is definitely given a figure when you are borrowing; the worse off your credit

score is, the higher the lenders have to take caution by charging you more for less. Although having

an impressive credit score is definitely something virtually every American or borrower around the

world would want to have, many of us donâ€™t have anything close to perfect for many reasons.

When push comes to shove as far as your credit rating is concerned, you must take action

otherwise access to credit is simply a dream. If you are lucky to get credit, you will probably be

paying 2 or 3 times more than what the guys with good credit score are paying. Well, we all want

more money in our pockets whenever paying for anything even if we are paying for a luxury cruise.

So, how can you move from having bad credit to good credit? This book will answer this and other

questions in a systematic manner so that you can start getting your financial life under your

control.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...What Is Credit ScoreHow The Credit System

WorksWhere To Get Your Credit ReportsHow to Interpret Your Credit ScoreUnderstanding Credit

RepairCredit Repair StrategiesMuch, much more!Download your copy today!Tags: Credit Repair,

Credit Repair Secrets, Credit Repair Tips, Credit Score, Credit report, Good Credit, Debt Free, Fix

Bad Credit
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Credit is almost as essential as food and water in today's day and age, so repairing your credit is a

MUST if its in the dumps. I admit, I may have been slightly cavalier with my plastic card of

seemingly infinite money. With the little bit I had left, I got this book and dug into it. Todd Levence

does a fantastic job of first explaining the whole concept of credit and different types of data used to

measure credit worthiness for plebs like me. He then goes into more detailed and nuanced

information to better understand your score and what is causing it to be low, including hard and soft

inquiries, and explaining credit reports. There's a lot of info in this book, but if you need to get your

head on straight (like I did) buy this book. The more information you have, the better you can tackle

getting your credit score back up.

Who knew there was so much behind that stripe on those little plastic cards. I have caused some

major damage in most of my department stores with these bad boys and now I am paying the price.

I was recommended this book by my little brother, who is very smart with money by the way, and I

am so glad that he did. This book has changed my life, it has taught me so much about my credit

score and how to improve it. Now its gonna take some time to get it back to manageable but it took

me about 5 years to throw it in the toilet so IÃ¢Â€Â™m sure it will take at least that to repair the

mess that I have made. Thank you Mr. Levence and my baby brother of course, 1 for taking the time

to write this wonderful book and the other for knocking me upside the head with it!!!

I learned a lot from this book that I didn't know. The author is very knowledgeable. I enjoyed this

book

Although this is well written,there are lots of books like this.There are some useful tips but nothing



original

When I first saw this I didn't know what to think, but I had a hunch it would be worth my time. I read

the first chapter and it seemed convincing, then I read on and now I am so glad I decided to get this

resource.Everything I read in here, I applied, and now my credit is climbing for good. I was worried

for a long time that I would have to declare bankruptcy; but thankfully with the information I learned

in here I was able to repair the mess I created and not worry about bankruptcy at all.I would

recommend getting this if you are in a tough predicament concerning your credit or even if you are

just curious to learn some helpful tips on how to make your credit better.This book saved my life and

I can't be anymore grateful that I got it!

Great Book on Credit repair. This book is worth the price and the information given is extremely

useful.This book has detail and step by step guide by Todd Levence on how to improve or repair

credit sore.After reading this book I have now better understanding of the credit repair process. I

must say this is very informative book. Highly recommended.

Exactly what I've been looking for to begin to repair my credit. The steps provided are easy to

understand and come with the logic behind them. (What to do & why do it) I not only want to repair

my credit, I want to understand the system I'm being measured by. This book did that for me.

Not much I didn't know but I'm a nerd. Would totally recommend to someone who has no

background of knowledge of the subject
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